STUDENT OPINION SURVEY PROGRAM

The following statements were copied from the blue response forms used in conducting the Survey of Student Opinion of Instruction and Courses in your class.

Note: Most student misspelling and minor grammar errors have not been corrected.

NAME: MICHELLE KUHL

DEPT/COURSE/SECTION: 57-368-001C

DATE: 12/14/10

A. Very enthusiastic about class material which made it interesting
B. There was a large amount of readings that had to be done in a short amount of time when other courses are being taken

A. Knowledge of the subject
B. Review days
   Another way of presenting the material other than just lecture.

Really enjoyed Prof. Kuhl’s course!! She allows diverse ideas and it a great teacher!

A. Good outline of course
B. Utilize actual textbook

A. Led good discussions
   Presented material in an interesting way

A. Professor Kuhl is very organized as well as knowledgable.

-Great instructor
   Fun course
   -More lecture less reading
   Discussions

A. Class discussion
B. less books

+The lectures and class discussions really help you learn and become involved in the class
+No bad things

A. Her knowledge on/in the subject
B. less reading, more emphasis on lecture material

B. Make out of class mandatory to improve inclass discussion and debates.

A. knowledgeable on subject.
B. Little less reading. Sometimes it feels like the professors forget we have full course loads & jobs.

She is open to everyone’s opinions and gives everyone a chance to share their thoughts.
Knowledgeable, creates good discussions that make you think. It was hard to keep up w/ so many books to read while trying to spend time researching.

Very in depth knowledge about topic. Presents it perfectly.  
Best prof. I’ve ever had.  
No improvements.

A. She’s very open to different opinions. She envoles deep thinking about challenging subject matter which is what should be done in all upper level courses.  
   Plus, she’s super smart and everyone really respects her. Well managed course.  
B. Shorter readings?  

A. Able to create a fun environment by not putting on boring lectures. Always very enthusiastic and promotes great discussion.  
B. Liked the class a lot. I’d just like more assignments instead of just getting grades for the paper and exams.

A. Approachable, knowledgeable, very engaging, class, writing workshops  
B. More informal assessments